Clover Check Acceptance In-Person
Accept checks with no stress.

The easy way to offer better customer service.
You know taking checks can be a hassle, like trips to the bank and the worry of fraud. But for some customers, paying by check is simply more convenient. That’s why there’s Clover Check Acceptance.

Created and managed by TeleCheck, the industry-leading check acceptance provider, Clover Check Acceptance lets you accept checks with more confidence. Not only do we assess transaction risk, we advise whether to accept or decline the transaction in seconds so you can close a sale instantly. You’ll also enjoy reduced bank fees and lower processing costs than with cards. And with our warranty service, you’re protected against check losses—giving you ultimate peace of mind.

The value of check acceptance.

• **Lower Expenses, Faster funding.** Enjoy lower processing fees when accepting checks. Plus, approved transactions will be funded within two banking days.

• **Reduce Risk.** Lessen your chargebacks and significantly reduce fraud losses by shifting the responsibility of bad checks to TeleCheck.

And there’s more...

Own an online store?
With Clover Check Acceptance Online you can accept checks without the worry of chargebacks. Let customers make online purchases, recurring payments, or even reload a prepaid card.
Need an on-the-go option?
Clover Check Acceptance Mobile means you can securely process all types of checks electronically using a smartphone or tablet anywhere, anytime.

Protection for you and your customers.
With fraud and identity theft growing exponentially, never worry about taking a check again. Whether purchases occur in person, online or on-the-go, our committed team of risk analytics specialists will help you confidently accept checks safely and securely.

It's so simple. Let's get started.
With the industry’s leading check acceptance network, Clover Check Acceptance makes every sale possible.

Did you know?
Millions of Americans have checking accounts and no debit or credit cards. If you’re not set up to accept checks, you could be missing out on potential customers.

Visit clover.com/get-paid/check-acceptance to learn more about Clover Check Acceptance.